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BELZONA rEPAIrS thE hYDrO PLANt 
INLEt PIPE

CUStOmEr
Hydropower plant, Usk, WA

APPLICAtION DAtE
March 2014

APPLICAtION SItUAtION
Water inlet pipe of a hydro plant.

PrOBLEm
A nearby landslide had shifted the waterline inlet of the hydro 
project causing extreme pressure on the cast iron pipe near the inlet. 
This caused the pipe to begin splitting behind the flange due to 
misalignment.

PrODUCtS
Belzona 1111 (Super Metal)
Belzona 9341 (Reinforcement Tape)

SUBStrAtE
Cast iron

APPLICAtION mEthOD
The surface was ground with a coarse grinding wheel to expose the 
full length of the crack. The crack was ”vee’d” out and holes were 
drilled at each end all the way through, and 75% through every 1”. 
The holes were then tapped and screws inserted and ground off flush 
to prevent movement in the crack. The area was sweated out with a 
rosebud torch, and a final surface preparation of grinding was done. 
Belzona 1111 was scrubbed into the surface and a thin layer applied 
before laying in a coated piece of Belzona 9341. The application was 
finished off with a final layer of Belzona 1111.

BELZONA FACtS
Replacement of the pipe was not really an option due to the cost 
and time that would be required to remove the pipe from the existing 
concrete it was bedded into, plus the cost of a crane and removal 
of the roof. This was a simple application that saved a large sum of 
money and used a mere $50.00 USD of material.

PICtUrES
1. Overview of ”vee” out cracks and drilled holes with inserted 

screws
2. Sweating out with the rosebud torch
3. First layer of Belzona 1111 scrubbed in
4. Completed application
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